ActiveGear is Inspiring People of All Ages to
Get In Shape - Their Brand New Exercise Mat
Is Now Available for Purchase
January 15, 2020

The best exercise mat on the market, perfect for any home exercise, comes in two sizes and is
available for purchase now.
ActiveGear, a health and wellness brand, announced today that they have just added a large
exercise mat to their product line. It is available for purchase in both the smaller 6 x 4 foot size as
well as in the larger 8 x 6 foot size. Both are available for purchase on Amazon or directly through

the website. More colors and sizes are in production and will be announced in the coming months.
The technical specs of the mat are impressive all on their own before even addressing its
multifunctional uses.
Both mats are 7mm (¼ inch) thick providing cushioning and support that other brands just don’t offer.
This means that it’s durable enough for weight training and cardio workouts, and will soften the impact
on knees and ankles. It also means it’s soft enough to be used as extra padding under yoga mats,
can be used for ab workouts, or as a stretching mat.
The unique dot matrix provides a non-slip, ultra-grip design that avoids slipping on the mat, or the mat
sliding across the floor. Use it on carpet, concrete, tile, or outside - the mat grips to any surface giving
fitness lovers complete control over when and where to work out.
The ActiveGear mat is designed using eco-friendly, non-toxic materials. Many of the cheaper mats on
the market aren’t produced with the user’s health in mind. ActiveGear products are always designed
with safety as the first priority. When rolling during an MMA class or stretching post HIIT workout, the
skin should not be absorbing toxins from low-quality materials other brands use.
The mat comes rolled up in a carrying bag with two Velcro straps for easy storage and easy transport.
It can be left out on the floor of the home gym, kept stored rolled upright in a closet, or folded flat
under the bed.
With every purchase, ActiveGear includes a free jump rope to start working out right away. Whether
following along to a workout video, following a training program, or just needing to destress, this mat
arrives ready for use.
A home gym is the key to health. This mat is an investment in fitness and health that will reward the
efforts for years to come. It can be used on its own, or combined with free weights, kettlebells, cardio
equipment, or a workout buddy for an enhanced experience. The mat has been tear tested to
guarantee a great workout every time. ActiveGear focuses on the quality of all their products, so their
customers can focus on the quality of their workouts.
For those interested in learning more about this amazing fitness mat, check out the just published
blog post.
To learn more about the company, go on ActiveGear’s official Facebook page, as well as on their
website. The Facebook page is also a great place to interact with other customers who have similar
interests. It is updated regularly with new product launch announcements, workouts to follow along
with, and fitness tips for a healthier lifestyle.
ActiveGear provides equipment and gear to those that want to lead a healthier, better life. They sell
multiple products on the Amazon marketplace, including compression gear, waist trimmers, and knee
sleeves.
The Amazon page is filled with raving customer testimonials that speak to the quality and benefits of
ActiveGear products. For anyone interested in purchasing the product or contacting the company is
welcomed to do so via Amazon, Facebook, or through the website.

About ActiveGear
ActiveGear offers fitness and wellness products to accompany a healthy lifestyle and is dedicated to
providing high quality wellness products with a lifetime warranty.
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